
PicTyourScore 2020 — Pandemic Edition 

By Hassan Estakhrian 

*Note that the following instructions only apply to the 2020 Pandemic Edition. PicTyourScore cards can be utilized in many 
conceivable ways outside of this particular version.  

This piece is mostly about listening, interpreting, and working collectively. 

Who: For more than two MUSICKERS performing with any pitched instruments (or 

voice) and one PicTyourScore Certified Operator (PCO) *Read these instructions for 
instant certification. 

What: PicTyourScore is a collection of musical games using a physical deck of graphic 
scorecards. But, this virtual edition was created in response to the limitations of live 
performance during times when people can’t perform in one physical location. The 
scorecards are generated using a Max patch which is operated by the PicTyourScore 
Certified Operator (more on PCO below). The MUSICKERS will be able to see the 
cards through the PCO’s shared screen in a virtual gathering space.     

Where: For a virtual space where each MUSICKER is connected online and the PCO 
can share their screen. Or for post pandemic (may we see this day), this could take 
place wherever musicians and audience members can see the cards on screen. 

Duration & Form: The PCO controls the duration & form. Aside from the intro and 
coda, nothing is fixed. Setting an approximate duration and practicing with this set 
duration might be helpful.  

Audio Concerns: For remote performances where each MUSICKER is in a different 

location, audio should not go through a conferencing video platform because these 
platforms usually handle audio in a way that is good for conversations but bad for 
collective sound making. It’s important that all MUSICKERS can play and be heard at 
the same time, and so audio should be dealt with through an audio network platform 
like Jacktrip or Sonobus and then joined with the video for broadcasting. 
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General interpretation of scorecards 
Scorecards are read from left to right, with the x axis representing time and the y axis 
representing register. Each scorecard has a dotted grey line running through its 
middle. This represents the drone pitch held by the MUSICKERS (in each of their 

comfortable registers). The duration of each phrase card is equal to one musical 

phrase loosely between 15-20 seconds. Shapes may help guide articulations and 
durations of notes. For instance, a circular shape could suggest staccato, while a long 
flat shape may suggest sustainment. Squigglier shapes may incite vibrato and/or 
glissandi. A shape’s height might encourage a MUSICKER to perform louder if it takes 
up more space along the y axis or it could also evoke a cluster of pitches if the 
instrument allows for homophonic texture. Colors are wide open to interpretation and 
may be mapped to things like technique and timbre or left for each MUSICKER to 
deal with subliminally. Gaps along the x axis signify silence. One could look at these as 
small breath marks, breaking up the scorecard into sub-phrases. These are all 
acceptable interpretations, but keep in mind that interpretations can be expanded and 

agreed upon by the MUSICKERS during rehearsal. In fact, I highly suggest that 
MUSICKERS take time to discuss, clarify, and refine their interpretations during 
the rehearsal process. 

PictyourScore Certified Operator (PCO) 
The PCO operates a Cycling ’74 Max patch that triggers these cards. Directions for 
operating the patch are in the patch itself. The PCO is responsible for the form and 
duration of the piece and will interact with the MUSICKERS in realtime. The only 
fixed sections are the intro and the coda. When rehearsing, the PCO will become 
familiar with the trigger types. I envision that these types could work in a way that 
builds up in density over time, generally speaking, so that solo cards are introduced 
before duos and trios, for example. I also imagine that the drone could have a 
trajectory of an arc where over time it rises and toward the end comes back down. But 
these tried and true tropes are welcome to be broken if desired. Ultimately, the form is 
up to the PCO. Experimentation is welcome. 
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Pre-play 
Each MUSICKER will be counted and assigned a number starting from 1. If 
performing online, MUSICKERS should rename their displayed names on the video 
platform to “musicker” and their number—for example “musicker 2”. PCO will rename 

display to “PicTyourScore Certified Operator” and PCO must remember to set the 
patch to the number of MUSICKERS. 

Intro 
The piece begins with the PicTyourScore title card signaling all MUSICKERS to be on 
the ready for the intro card. Each MUSICKER should have a note pre-selected in their 
mind to sound as soon as the intro card appears. The intro card is initiated by the 
PicTyourScore Certified Operator (PCO). As soon as it appears, MUSICKERS 
collectively and boldly attack and sustain their pre-meditated random pitches. The 
MUSICKERS should celebrate this harmony for about 10 or more seconds, listening 
and tuning to one another. When the time feels right to continue (at least 10 seconds 
after sustainment), MUSICKERS begin working together to find their way to a unison 
pitch somewhere in a comfortable range of their instruments (displaced octaves are 
okay). As they work toward this communal drone, MUSICKERS decrescendo to a 
subdued dynamic level— one that will soon act as a drone. This is a gradual process 
which is undetermined in length of time. What matters most is that MUSICKERS 
listen to each other as they glissando toward this meeting point. Considering that 

everyone will be playing this drone, it is imperative that each MUSICKER settles into 
a very very soft drone pitch so that MUSICKERS playing the scorecards are not 
fighting to be heard above the drone. When MUSICKERS have established this 
unison drone (represented by the dotted grey line in the middle of the scorecards), the 
PCO will begin to trigger other cards. 
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Types of Scorecards and Explanations… 
PCO will trigger various scorecards and text to which MUSICKERS must react 
accordingly. PCO may decide to switch these scorecards on MUSICKERS mid-phrase, 
so MUSICKERS must be on their toes and ready to switch. Here are the various types 
of scorecards: 

Solo, Duo, Trio 
The displayed text directs which MUSICKERS play the scorecard while everyone else 
holds the drone at a subdued dynamic level. Depending on the text, it will either be 
played as a solo, duo, or trio, with “&” symbolizing that MUSICKERS play the card 
together and “…” symbolizing that MUSICKERS should stagger their entrance point, 
similar to playing the card as a canon. For staggering, each MUSICKER can enter 
when the MUSICKER preceding them has arrived between 25-33% of the scorecard. 
The follower should try to follow in the footsteps of the preceding MUSICKER. Once 
MUSICKERS have finished the scorecard, they return to the drone.  

Examples of displayed text:  
“3” = Musicker 3 interprets the scorecard 
“4 … 1” = Musickers interpret scorecard like a canon starting with musicker 4 followed 
by 1 (once musicker 4 has reached between 25-33% of score card). 
“4 & 1 & 2” = Musickers 4, 1, & 2 interpret the scorecard together. 

Tutti & Follow 
When scorecards appear with the text “tutti” or “follow” plus a number, these mean 
that all MUSICKERS play the scorecard together.  Think of it like a musical version of 
an Ouija board where all “hands” are on the musical phrase. For“tutti,” MUSICKERS 
must navigate through the scorecard as one, using their ears to follow and lead along 
the way. For “follow,” MUSICKERS must follow the selected leader, displayed by the 

number. Once the scorecard is played, MUSICKERS do not return to the drone, but 
instead take a collective breath/pause, signifying the end of the scorecard and once 
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again repeat the scorecard with the goal of being more together for every repeat. PCO 
may decide to hang on these types of scorecards for multiple passes or move to others 
at any point, even mid-phrase. 

Drone Cards 

There are 5 drone cards. 1) MUSICKERS remain on the drone. 2) MUSICKERS 
establish a new higher drone by collectively ascending no greater than one whole-step. 

3) MUSICKERS establish a new lower drone by collectively descending no greater 

than one whole-step. 4) Each MUSICKER ascends or descends by a short interval no 
greater than a whole-step. In this case the outcome is a bifurcation creating a two-

pitched drone. 5) This card is presented following 4 to signify that MUSICKERS must 
merge back to a unified drone pitch. It may also be presented if PCO needs to tell 
MUSICKERS to establish a single drone if they are not in agreement. 

Depart and Converge Cards  
Like it sounds, MUSICKERS follow one of the paths on the scorecard, going their 
separate ways and then meeting back at the drone pitch. In other words, MUSICKERS 
independently glissando away from the drone and then come back to the drone 
according to the contours of the lines on these scorecards. Dynamic levels rise gently 
when drifting away but come back to a soft level when back on drone. 
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Silence Cards 
When displayed, MUSICKERS should immediately become silent, only playing the 
drone at moments along the x axis of the scorecard if and when the grey dots/lines are 
present. MUSICKERS try to do this collectively, of course. The dynamic level of the 
drone can be slightly louder than when holding the drone during solos, duos, and 
trios, but should remain at a somewhat soft volume. 

Quick Gesture Cards 
Quick Gesture cards can be displayed at any point signifying MUSICKERS to 
collectively take about a half-second breath and play a one-second gesture related to 
the card, followed by silence. PCO may decide to trigger multiple quick gesture cards 
in a row or intersperse them throughout the piece. Note that the piece ends with a 
quick gesture card (see coda). 

Coda 
When PCO triggers the coda card, MUSICKERS gradually depart from the drone, 
glissandoing toward a pitch while crescendoing along the way. In general, this is pretty 
much the retrograde of the opening card, but MUSICKERS can move toward a 
different pitch from what they played at the beginning. Each MUSICKER will 
eventually arrive at their decided pitch and sustain it at a forte all while remembering 
to listen and tune. MUSICKERS hold this random sonority until PCO switches to the 
final scorecard—the Quick Gesture card. When this card is presented, MUSICKERS 
collectively take about a half-second breath/pause, stopping the sustained sonority and 
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then perform a quick musical gesture relating to the card, lasting about one second, 
and then followed by silence. When PCO triggers the title card, the piece is over. 

*If you have read through all of the instructions, congratulations! You are now a 
PicTyourScore Certified Operator.
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